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Kimball International Announces New Seating and Table Solutions   

JASPER, IN., May 22, 2023 -- Kimball International announces new, design-focused, inspiring, and efficient seating 
and table solutions. Designed to create dynamic, comfortable, and effective spaces, these products support 
workplace, health, and learning environments. Running parallel to their Creating Places to Belong initiative, Kimball 
International continues to introduce products that create connection, spark conversations, and support well-being.   

Connolly™ Lounge                                                                                                         
Maximize small or larger spaces, address a range of 
styles, and create a variety of configurations with 
Connolly’s broad offering of lounge seating and inline 
tables. This collection of freestanding and modular 
units optimizes comfort with a unique design that 
maintains generous seat proportions even with a 
smaller scale footprint. Residentially styled with option 
rich design elements and beautiful stitching details, 
Connolly accommodates a variety of configurations 
and smaller floorplans without compromising comfort. 

 

Picado™ Seating                                                                                                                         
Picado’s eye-catching, monochromatic palette makes it easy to add style and 
functionality to any multipurpose space. Designed to accommodate collaborative 
settings, Picado supports changing postures and provides maximum comfort with its 
intuitive adjustments and flex back design. Choose from worksurface and stool 
height solutions to outfit entire spaces with consistent style. 

 

 

Mariben™ Pull-Up Tables                                                                                                         
Mariben pull-up tables combine smart design with stylish contours. Its crescent-
shaped base plate allows the pull-up table to be nestled around the leg of a chair or 
lounge seating, enabling the surface to be closer to the user. This base design also 
accommodates nesting for easy storage or tiered tables. Mariben incorporates mixed 
materials, height adjustability, and varied shaped tops, cultivating a table solution that 
is practical, affordable, and flexible. 

 
 

### 

About Kimball International 
Kimball International is a leading omnichannel commercial furnishings company with deep expertise in the Workplace, Health, 
and Hospitality markets. We combine our bold entrepreneurial spirit, a history of craftsmanship, and today’s design driven 
thinking alongside a commitment to our culture of caring and lasting connections with our customers, shareholders, employees, 
and communities. For over 70 years, our brands have seized opportunities to customize solutions into personalized experiences, 
turning ordinary spaces into meaningful places. Our family of brands includes Kimball, National, Etc., Interwoven, Kimball 
Hospitality, D’style,  and Poppin. Kimball International is based in Jasper, Indiana.  
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